The Board Game
The object here was to create and Design a board game which could be used as a teaching aid
to help teachers and educators teach their students the skill of entrepreneurship.
The game reinforces the lessons learnt from the guide.
The game will introduce our students to all the pitfalls and the glamour that await a young
entrepreneur.
The game will help our teachers and educators find that entrepreneurial spirit within their
students.
Some will win and succeed and some will fail and fall and for some the game will go on and on.
The first decision our young entrepreneurs have to make is whether they to be a social or a
commercial entrepreneur, once decided, the cards are adapted to react to each type of
entrepreneur. Each move they make and each square will be a pause upon the entrepreneurial
route each card they pick up will require an action from our young entrepreneur.
The game can be played by individual players or teams or players.
The first part of the game is selecting the cards which decide if you're Commercial or Social
entrepreneur. You can hear the question now “Miss what is a social entrepreneur”

Each player or team received their starting amount in chips from the bank for this we have used
here chips from another card game.

The board game that we have created is made up of three pieces of A3 cardboard this
making it easier to transport and store. The three sections of the board game are placed
together upon a flat table top

The centerpiece of the board

The end piece is added

Once all three pieces are placed together we have the board Game

Now we add the B cards to the board which are placed on the left hand side

Now we prepare the special cards which are placed together in the centre of the board
Blue for our commercial entrepreneur

Green for our social entrepreneur

The green / blue is for either and the instructions upon the card are explained for our
commercial or social entrepreneur.

Finally the A cards are added to their place upon the board being bottom right

With the board in place, the cards upon the board and the players have their starting chips we
are ready to play

Last thing is the rules

The cards present our students with typical problems which entrepreneurs will encouter during
their project for instance
Give a card to another player is where all entrepreneurs need help even Mr google took help
from his Dad when he was a start up in the garage
And everyone know that if you pay your taxes late then you will be penalised well if they did not
know before then they know now.

The board game is a fun learning tool which we have tried and tested at La Giraudiere with the
participants and other volunteers.

